Radiographic control of fixture-abutment connection in Brånemark implant technique.
In the treatment with osseointegrated implants ad modum Brånemark a radiographic control of the fixture-abutment connection is recommended. The purpose of the present study was to analyze the possibilities of detecting incomplete connection by radiography using the recommended technique. In an experimental model the influence of film density, orientation of the fixture hexagon, angulation between film plane and fixture axis, leakage width, and partial connection were analyzed. Slits of 0.05 mm were detectable under optimum projection conditions. On the other hand, slits of 0.1 mm were obscured even at deviations of 5 degrees. A number of factors, e.g. low density level and "unfavorable" orientation of the hexagon in relation to the X-ray beam, reduce the possibilities of detecting slits. It is concluded that in clinical cases a demonstration of incomplete fixture-abutment connection by the use of the recommended radiographic technique radiography to some extent is fortuitous, and that radiographic control has certain limitations.